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What is blockchain
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?

◉ Blockchain is a digital public registry protected from 
unauthorized access

◉ THE DISTRIBUTED DATABASE stores information about 
all transactions of the system participants in the form of 
a block chain (“blockchain”)

◉ BLOCKCHAIN is considered to be a technology that can 
transform existing business processes and principles of 
interaction with regulators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, I will not explain in too much detail what blockchain is, because this subject is well described… Usually all the authors who are writing about the blockchain are pointing out some outstanding characteristics of this technology, which altogether made it safe: publicity, distribution, transaction security by hash technology. This characteristics made the blockchain a good candidate for creating applications for trusted and non-trusted participants, operating within unified interchange systems.



Investments in blockchain technologies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite some doubts in the blockchain’s supremacy, there are many investors, who think “Ok, there is something in it!” and put money in the blockchain technologies. As you see, investments are growing



Application and prospect 
of blockchain
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IN THE WORLD IN RUSSIA

◉ By 20 23 the blockchain will be 
widely used by government 
services in many countries

◉ 9 out of 10  country leaders are 
going to invest in blockchain

◉ Some countries already use 
blockchain (Estonia, Georgia, 
Ghana, Sweden, United Arab 
Emirates, etc.)

◉ A taskforce under the Government 
has been set up to implement 
blockchain

◉ More than 10  projects are 
currently under development in 
government sector

◉ A digital platform using the 
blockchain for managing IP rights 
is also under development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few words to complete introduction – about application of the blockchain technologies in the government sector. Our government made a few steps to implement the blockchain in the government sector. New NationalProgram, “Digital Economy” planned for the next six years, is going to launch in 2019 and contains a variety of tasks concerning the blockchain implementation.Rospatent is one of the participants of the program, and there are a few blockchain projects among our tasks…



Value chain
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Idea Application Examination Registration

Participants:
• Inventors
• Applicants
• Patent Attorneys

Participants:
• NPO

Product

Participants:
• Owners
• Investors

Creation Registration Trade

Researching Rights
management

Commer-
cialization

Blockchain Blockchain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we considered the possibility of the blockchain application in IP management we had to take into account the fact that there is the area on the value chain of IP, that lies between two red lines on this picture. That area is operating with IP applications inside our office. When we get the application we start our procedures – examination, correspondence with the applicants (if necessary), registration (if possible) and rights management registrations (if IP owner appealed for this). A trusted environment is formed within the boundaries of our office and there are no doubts that our procedures are managed with due diligence in doing so. We didn’t find a single place for the blockchain inside our office, between the red lines. But beyond these boundaries we see very interesting pieces of value chain – these are named “Creation” and “Trade” on the picture. Recently we didn’t look there, didn’t take part in the life outside the walls. Today we are receiving many proposals from the other participants to make our systems more open – from automated publishing and mailing updates to transfers of ownership or preliminary searching. These ideas require expanding the trust environment to other participants and the blockchain seems to be the perfect choice. Now, here are two pilot projects with the blockchain technologies, that we are building these days.



Blockchain in IP in Russia
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◉ Publishing information about Software and 
Databases

◉ Rights management

Possible areas of using blockchain technologies:



Publishing information
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◉ Software and Databases
◉ Already published information only
◉ Only posting information, no services for end 

users are within the scope of the project

Pilot project:

Prototype – October of 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main idea of this project is that we automatically spread actual open information among participants of the blockchain network. Thereby all the participants use the same actual information with all actual updates and they can build their own services based on this information.



IP Rights management
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◉ Trademarks
◉ Transfer of rights or Licensing
◉ For legal entities within the project only

Pilot project:

Prototype – November of 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second project connected with IP rights management. Today when the owners of the trademarks want to transfer their own rights to others, they (owner and buyer of the rights) make an agreement, fill all the necessary papers including the application and send it to our office (on paper or electronically). Once received, we review and verify all these papers and make decisions. So, we want to make the reviewing and verifying process more efficient for our applicants, this is way we decided to use the blockchain technology.



Rights management
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Owner Transfer of rights
or license 

Nodes
(including Rospatent’s)
automatic data check
of owner and object

Trade offer Buyer

BlockchainWeb 
Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide you can see one of the possible ways to transfer the rights or licensing. First off all, an owner claims his or her interest in transferring his or her IP rights. Then, special application service checks all of the information about the owner, his or her rights and the object of rights. These data is saved in the blockchain network. As one of the nodes belongs to Rospatent, we are also able to see this information.
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Owner Transfer of rights
or licensing 

Nodes
(including Rospatent’s)
• automatic data check

of buyer
• smart contact for

registration of 
transfer of right
or licensing

Agreement with
digital signature

Buyer

Blockchain

Rights management
Web 

Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then buyer sees the offer. If he or she accepts this offer he or she signs it and information about it is stored in the blockchain. Of course, application services checks all the information about the buyer and the stores it in the blockchain, and we can see it too.● In the same time smart contract is registered in the blockchain. The purpose of this smart contract is to void whole transaction if we don’t approve it.
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Application
for registration of
transfer of rights

or licensing

Nodes
(including Rospatent’s)

Blockchain

Rospatent:
automatic registration

Rights management
Web 

Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, if we approve the transaction basing on the checks performed in the blockchain and there is no other problems in sight, Rospatent can automatically register the deal without any further checks.



Main advantages of blockchain
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◉ Possibility to speed up verification processes
◉ Reduce costs of data or transactions purification
◉ Reduce any risks through open control

For this pilot project:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So for the this pilot project the main advantages are:possibility to speed up verification processesreduce costs of data or transactions purificationreduce any risks through open controlAnd we consider that the use of blockchain in other areas of IP rights protection may be also useful



Summary: blockchain in pilot 
projects
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DISPOSING OF IP RIGHTS:

◉ Contract can be registered directly in the blockchain, while mandatory 
checks will be made

◉ The record of the checks will be also stored in the blockchain

SECURE REPOSITORY OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE REGISTRATION OF 
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY OBJECTS:

◉ Simplifying access to information regarding priority documents



Proposals to CWS
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Create a new task in the CWS Work Program for studying the 
possibility of using the blockchain technology in the processes of 
providing IP rights protection, including the following:

◉ To develop a model to standardize approaches of using blockchain
technology in the processes of providing IP rights protection

◉ To prepare a proposal for future actions aimed at application of the 
blockchain technology in the processes of providing IP rights protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore, we offer on the Sixth session of the CWS to create a new task for studying the possibility of using the blockchain technology in the processes of providing IP rights protection.This task should include following:• developing a model to standardize approaches of using blockchain technology in the processes ofproviding IP rights protection,• and preparing a proposal for future actions aimed at application of the blockchain technology in theprocesses of providing IP rights protection.



Any questions ?

Thanks!
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Mr . Sergey Biryukov
FIPS, Rospatent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for attention!
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